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The manufacturers of the Apple have told that the company for producing the gadgets with a large
display screen for the upcoming iphone. This year the rumor has spread that the company would
going to launch the handset with a larger display screen as comparing with the existing models of
Apple. Placing the gadget diagonally and you would measure the new screen at least 4 inches
whereas the Apple latest model the iphone 4S has 3.5 inches. The production of this amazing
gadget would go to begin next month. Some analysts have predicted the future of this smart iphone
that it would prove to be a big fall.

At present Apple is working on the new gadget with several screen makers which includes Japan's
Sharp Corp., South Korea's LG Display Co. and Japan Display Inc. and was produced last month by
the joint efforts of Japanese companies and the government. Moreover Apple is facing a very tuff
competition from the Samsung Electronics Co. Also the world largest mobile phone maker that is
the South Korean company has recently launched a flagship Smartphone which possess a 4.8 inch
display and is accessible as the largest smart phone screen.

So later in this year Apple is preparing itself for a great launch of the innovative iphone and all the
customers are ready in advance for its large screen. In the year 2007 the iphone gadget made its
debut and had a 3.5 inch screen moreover Apple juts stuck to one size for its ipad tablet however
the testing models of Apple have a small screen as compare to the existing 9.7inch display. On the
hand the other manufacturers come up with variety of size. Apple has given a highly defined
handset to the customers like the iphone 4s white deals @
http://www.iphone4scontractdeals.co.uk/iphone-4s-32gb-white-deals.html . But the mobile market is
now overloaded with plenty of smart phones carrying various sizes and prices.

The competitor of Apple is only Samsung as it creates the gadget of wide variety also both these
leading brands together gives more than the half of the world smart phones. According to the
analyst this year goes to Samsung and in the coming year Apple iphone 4s deals @
http://www.iphone4scontractdeals.co.uk/ would be the king.
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